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Charism 

Introduction 
 

 When the General Administration invited me to participate in this Day of Reflection they 

indicated the topics they wanted me to address in the form of three questions.  What key values 

motivated and sustained Father Dehon in the foundation and governance of the Congregation?  

What were the decisive values underlying the critical moments in his life?  What Dehonian 

values are needed today and for the challenges in the future?  My presentations will attempt to 

respond to the issues raised in these questions, but I will not follow the three-question format.  In 

doing this I take my inspiration from Wallace Stevens’s poem “The Man With The Blue Guitar,”  

which in turn was inspired by Picasso’s painting of the same name: “They said, ‘You have a blue 

guitar,/ You do not play things as they are.’  The man replied, ‘Things as they are/ Are changed 

upon my blue guitar.’”1   Leo Dehon also had a blue guitar and in his day he went about 

changing things as they are.  I will deal with the proposed topics under the title “Charism and 

Mission.”  “Charism” this morning, “Mission” this afternoon.   

 

PART ONE 

 In the years following the Second Vatican Council the term “charism of the founder” has 

been one of the most used, and  misunderstood, phrases in the vocabulary of Religious.  One of 

the reasons for the failure of this phrase to say anything meaningful is that many people overlook 

the fact that a charism is a grace and as such it cannot be reduced to a definition or a formula.   A 

charism is a gift of the Spirit, which is the Spirit itself.  The process of identifying a charism is 

analogous to the distinction between revelation and doctrine.  Jesus Christ is the revelation of the 

living God, but the church develops doctrines about Christ which point to his presence and 

clarify who he is and the meaning of his work.  Doctrinal statements never take the place of the 

living Lord, just as statements of a charism never can take the place of the charism itself.  No 

                                                           
1 The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens.  New York: Vintage Books, 1982, p. 165. 
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expression of a charism is ever definitive (not even that of the founder himself)2  -- they are 

always partial and do not embody the full reality of the charism.  All  that we can hope to attain 

is a provisional statement that can be accepted as an appropriate and adequate -- but necessarily 

imperfect -- expression of the charism that animates our Institute. 

 The word “charism.” however, is not restricted to signifying the distinctiveness of a 

Religious institute.  The word has a much broader and older meaning.  It was Saint Paul who 

took the Greek word charisma, meaning free gift or favor, and he introduced it into a religious 

context, using it to mean a free gift of grace.  It is a supernatural gift bestowed by the Holy Spirit 

on an individual who is to use it for the benefit of the community.  So there are many different 

kinds of charisms which are related to various forms of service and functions within the 

Christian community,3 and the classic text is found in 1 Corinthians 12: 7: “The particular 

manifestation of the Spirit granted to each one is to be used for the general good” (NJB);  [“À 

chacun est donnée la manifestation de l’Ésprit en vue du bien de tous” (TOB)].  It was not until 

more recent times (Pius XII) and especially Vatican II “that the magisterium gave extensive 

treatment to the presence of charismatic gifts as a normal aspect of the Church that concerned 

each of the faithful.”4     

 I do not know precisely where or when the word “charism” was first used to refer to the 

distinctiveness of a Religious institute, but the phrase “charism of the founder(s)” does not 

appear in any of the documents of Vatican II.5   The Council does speak of the evangelical 

counsels as “a gift of God” (LG, 43), and also speaks of the “wonderful variety of religious 

communities” as “manifold gifts” enabling the Church to carry out its ministry of building up the 

Body of Christ (PC 1).  However, it is the post-conciliar document Evangelica Testificatio (29 

                                                           
2 John Carroll Futrell, “Discovering the Founder’s Charism,” The Way, Supplement 14 

(Autumn 1971), pp. 65-67. 
3 Wilfrid Harrington, “Charism,” in The New Dictionary of Theology.  Joseph Komonchak, 

Mary Collins, Dermot Lane (eds.).  Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1987. 
4 Edward Malatesta, “Charism,” in The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality,” Michael 

Downey (ed.).  Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1993.  For example, in the Dogmatic 
Constitution on the Church we read: “Allotting his gifts according as he wills (cf., 1 Cor. 
12: 11), [the Holy Spirit] also distributes special graces among the faithful of every 
rank.  By these gifts he makes them fit and ready to undertake various tasks and offices 
for the renewal and building up of the Church” (LG, 12; cf., AA, 3). 

5 Cf., Xaverius Ochoa, Index Verborum cum Documentis Concilii Vaticani Secundi.  
Institutum Iuridicum Claretianum.  Roma: Commentarium pro Religiosis, 1967. 
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June 1971) that explicitly mentions both “the charisms of your founders who were raised up by 

God” and “the charism of religious life . . . which . . . is the fruit of the Holy Spirit” (n. 11).   

 These key church documents indicate how an investigation of the charism of Religious 

Life should be conducted.  First of all, the study of the charism of Religious Life is best carried 

out within the general context of the theology of charism in the life of the church.  Religious are 

not different from other Christians because they have a charism;  Religious simply have a 

different kind of charism than other Christians.6   

 Second, “Religious Life itself is a charism, a gift to the Church.”7  Pope Paul VI made 

this explicit when he wrote: “In reality, the charism of the religious life . . . is the fruit of the 

Holy Spirit, who is always at work within the Church” (ET,  11).  What is distinctive about 

Religious Life is not a call to greater holiness or the inherent superiority of this way of life.  

What makes Religious Life special is its single-minded and exclusive devotion to the quest for 

holiness.  Religious are ordinary Christians who devote themselves to Christ in a full-time way 

that relativizes every other aspect of life.  What distinguishes the quest for God in Religious Life 

from the spiritual journey of other believers is not its intensity or authenticity so much as its 

exclusivity.  Religious are ordinary Christians who pursue and nurture their relationship with 

God to the exclusion of any other primary life commitment, such as spouse and family, career or 

profession, economic well-being or social and political projects.  In this sense, all Religious Life 

is monastic;  this doesn’t mean that all Religious should live in a cloister and chant the Office 

seven times a day.  The word “monastic” comes from the Greek meaning single, solely, or 

unique, and so Religious Life is monastic because it is centered totally on God who is identified 

as “the one thing necessary (cf., Cst. n. 26).”8    

 But one does not simply become a Religious in some generic sense, one has to join (or 

found) an institute that has a particular spirit or purpose or work.  It is this aspect of charism that 

has been the major preoccupation of Religious during the time of renewal since the Council and 

it has also probably been the source of the most confusion and anxiety.  Sister Sandra Schneiders 

                                                           
6 Cf., G. Foley, “Charisms in Religious Life,” New Catholic Encyclopedia, V. 17, (1979). 
7 Sandra M. Schneiders, Finding the Treasure.  New York: Paulist Press, 2000, p. 285. 
8 Cf., Sandra M. Schneiders, Finding the Treasure.  New York: Paulist Press, 2000, pp. 9, 

129, 303. 
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has closely examined this situation in detail in her study of Religious Life,9 and at the risk of 

oversimplifying the problem I would like to call attention to what may be one of the principal 

causes of the frustration concerning “the charism of the founder(s).”  Too often, it seems, 

Religious have begun their search with a preconceived understanding of charism as a completely 

distinctive vision or a definitely identifiable characteristic which is unique to their founder or 

their group.  They go looking for a fully developed plan that the founder was inspired to carry 

out when he decided to invite collaborators to join in his project.  What they have often 

discovered, however, is quite the opposite. 

 To quote Sister Sandra Schneiders: “[I]t should not surprise or dismay Religious 

communities to discover that their spirituality is a braid of influences rather than a single, totally 

distinct product of the unitary vision of a single founder or foundress.  What is unique is which 

strands they have chosen or inherited and how they have braided  them together.  Some 

communities have felt that they had to discover (or invent) a single founding spirituality that all 

members should or must embody or else resign themselves to being charismatically ungrounded 

with a purely utilitarian self-understanding in terms of their traditional work.  The history of 

ministerial Religious Life suggests that the rich and enriching intermingling of spiritualities has 

been characteristic of this form of life from the beginning.”10   

 Let me cite two examples.  Saint Benedict of Nursia (ca. 480-547) is considered the 

founder of monasticism in the west and the patron saint of Europe, but one recent Benedictine 

author also presents him as “the patron of failure.”11   As evidence of this he notes that Benedict 

went off to Subiaco to live the life of a hermit, and then he allowed himself to be called by a 

group of monks who pressured him to become their abbot.  After several difficulties and 

misunderstandings, he fled to Monte Cassino where he once again intended to live as a hermit, 

but instead founded a monastery, became its abbot, and wrote a rule which has been dominant in 

western monasticism to this day.  

 Clearly, Benedict did not set out in life with a clear and distinct idea of what he wanted to 

do, in fact he oscillated back and forth between a solitary eremitical style of life and a cenobitic 

                                                           
9 Cf., Sandra M. Schneiders, Finding the Treasure.  esp. , pp. 286-300. 
10 Finding the Treasure,  pp. 298-299. 
11 André Gozier, Prier 15 Jours avec Saint Benoît.  Montrouge: Nouvelle Cité, 1995, p. 16. 
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life in community.  Even his most famous contribution to the tradition, The Rule of Saint 

Benedict, can lay no claim to originality and is almost completely dependent on preexisting 

sources.  But what Benedict did was to take existing structures and practices and pass them 

through the crucible of his own experience and temperament until he produced a distinctly 

Benedictine way of monasticism, which was not something completely new but was a new way 

of embodying the tradition as he found it.   

 To cite another example, in a special edition of the Jesuit journal Christus,  the editors 

announce that there is “nothing original” in the Spiritual Exercises  of Saint Ignatius which 

cannot be found in the well-established traditions of Christian spirituality.12  The title itself was 

already classic at the time of Ignatius and had been in common use for centuries.  As for the 

content, there is nothing in the meditations on sin or in the contemplations on the life of Christ 

which cannot be found in Ludolph of Saxony’s Life of Christ, which Ignatius had read during his 

convalescence at Loyola.  Nor was the entire book of Exercises composed at one time, rather 

from his retreat at Manresa (1522) until he began his studies at Paris (1535) he gradually fixed 

their method and content based on his experience of directing others.  As one of the first Jesuits 

would later observe: “Experience showed him that when he communicated the gifts he had 

received to others these gifts did not diminish in him but instead grew more intense.”13  

Although he wanted to attract companions who would embrace his ideals, practically all of his 

initial attempts ended in failure.14  

 In a similar way I believe that Leo Dehon’s charism as a founder is a braid of influences 

that he wove together to form a tapestry which is distinctively his own.  The principal strands of 

the tradition that he chose were taken from the French school of spirituality,15 the Paray-le-

Monial approach to the Sacred Heart,16 and the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius Loyola.17   He 

                                                           
12 “Introduction,” Christus, N. 186 Hors-Série, Mai 2000, pp. 5-7. 
13 Quoted in Christus, p. 11. 
14 Cf., Christus, p. 16. 
15 Albert Bourgeois, S.C.J., L’Expérience Spirituelle du Père Dehon.  Studia Dehoniana 23.  

Rome: Centre Général d’Études, 1990, pp. 85-98. 
16 Yves Ledure, S.C.J., Le Code du Royaume.  Clairefontaine: Heimat und Mission Verlag, 

2001, pp. 85-112. 
17 Henrico Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate Patris Leonis Dehon.  Commentarius in Tria Priora 

Capita Constitutionum Sacerdotum a S. Corde Jesu.  Rome: Apud Curiam Generalitiam, 
1947, pp. 63-67. 
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took various threads of these spiritual traditions then he spun and tied and fitted them together 

according to his own personal temperament and grace.  I propose we look at these traditions to 

see how they influenced Leo Dehon’s vision and project. 

 1.  THE FRENCH SCHOOL OF SPIRITUALITY 
  Without a doubt the most powerful and lasting influence of his seminary formation came 

from his sustained immersion in the French School of spirituality.  In recent decades the French 

School of spirituality has been a somewhat controversial topic both because of the innate 

complexity of the subject matter and the disparate responses it evokes.  There is no general 

agreement even on the suitability of the name nor on the people who ought to be included under 

its heading.  For my purposes this morning I am using the term French School of spirituality to 

refer to those 17th century Catholic reformers whose ideal of the priest was someone “for whom 

apostolic mission and personal sanctity are one and the same thing.”18  In particular, I will limit 

my comments chiefly to two characteristics of the approach of Cardinal Pierre de Bérulle, who is 

generally considered the originator of this spiritual movement, because these two elements of his 

thought were most influential in development of Leo Dehon’s understanding of priesthood.  

 The first characteristic is Bérulle’s Christocentrism.  Among Catholics today a 

Christocentric spirituality is generally taken for granted, but when Bérulle was a young man he 

embraced an abstract form of Christian mysticism that had been in vogue at the time.  Through 

contacts with the Jesuits and the Carmelite reforms inspired by Saint Teresa of Avila he 

underwent what he characterized as a “Copernican revolution” in which Jesus would now stand 

as the center around whom and toward whom all the movements of nature and grace are 

directed.19  His more mature writings have even been characterized as a sort of “Christological 

theocentricism,” in which the essential thing is to do the will of God the Father through the 

mediation of Christ who always accomplished his Father’s will.  Thus, when the Word becomes 

flesh he is both the revelation of the mystery of the relation which unites God the Father and God 

                                                           
18 Yves Ledure, “Des Logiques opposées à l’Origine de la Congrégation Dehonienne: 

Exigence de Synthèse,” Léon Dehon: Dynamique d’une Fondation Religieuse.  Sous la 
direction de Yves Ledure.  Clairefontaine: Heimat und Mission Verlag, 1996, p. 72. 

19 Cf., Yves Krumenacker, L’ école française de Spiritualité. Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 
1999, pp. 169, 187. 
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the Son, and he is the example of how a human nature achieves that same sort of unity in relation 

to God.20   

 The mystery which the Incarnation reveals, Bérulle writes, consists in this: “The only 

Son of God continually refers all that he is to his Father.  His being and his life consist in this 

relationship . . . The Son of God truly proceeds from the Father, contemplates the Father, and 

refers all that he is to the Father in such a way that he is very intimate to his Father and dwells in 

him.”21  Therefore, for Bérulle, the primary purpose of the Incarnation is to give glory to God, 

for within the life of the Trinity the energies of the Son are totally devoted to the praise, honor, 

and love of the Father.22  What is new in the New Creation of the incarnate Son of God is that 

now there is a human who infinitely worships, loves, and serves the infinitely adorable God.23  

It is the hypostatic union that is the exemplary model of the death-to-self [anéantissement] that 

allows for the deification of human nature by uniting it with the divine.24  According to 

scholastic theology every human being has a substance, which is our common human nature, and 

a subsistence, which is the principle of individuality that makes us autonomous persons.25   

Bérulle emphasizes that in the Incarnation Christ is “deprived” of a human subsistence and both 

his human and divine natures subsist in the eternal Word.26  In imitation of the hypostatic union 

all humans are now invited to renounce their own subsistence, so that there is no longer an “I” in 

me, and to allow ourselves to be joined to the divine subsistence of the Son of God-made-man.  

This is the sense of Saint Paul’s statement in Galatians 2: 20: “I live, but it is no longer I, but 

Christ lives in me.”27   

 The second principal influence that the French School exerted on Leo Dehon has to do 

with the way this union with Christ comes about.  Bérulle introduces a very useful distinction 
                                                           
20 Cf., Krumenacker, L’ école française, p. 186. 
21 Pierre de Bérulle, De l ‘état et des grandeurs de Jésus, IV, 9, in Bérulle and the French  

School: Selected Writings.  William M. Thompson (ed.).  Translated by Lowell M. 
Glendon, S.S.  New York: Paulist Press (1989), p. 137. 

22 Cf., Michel Dupuy, Le Christ de Bérulle.  Paris: Desclée (2001), pp. 35-37, 162. 
23 Cf., Bérulle, Grandeurs, II; Krumenacker, L’ école française, p. 168; Johnson, Bérulle, 

pp. 120-122. 
24 Cf., Krumenacker, L’ école française, p. 189. 
25 Cf., Walter Kasper, Jesus the Christ.  Translated by V. Green  New York: Paulist Press 

(1977), pp. 240-252.  This translation contains several errors. 
26 Cf., Krumenacker, L’ école française, p. 172. 
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between the mysteries of Christ and his states, which both find their foundation in the 

Incarnation.  All the events and acts in the life of Jesus are mysteries which are deeds in the past.  

All these external activities, however, have corresponding interior states, which refer to Christ’s 

inner attitudes, dispositions, and love which brought them about.  So Bérulle writes: “They may 

be past in terms of performance, but they are present in power [vertu], which will never pass 

away.”28  

 The distinction between mysteries and states is perhaps seen most clearly in the so-called 

Sulpician Method of meditation, made popular by Jean-Jacques Olier, a younger contemporary 

of Bérulle.  This style of prayer begins with “adoration,” contemplation of one of the mysteries 

of Christ in the scriptures (“Jesus before my eyes”).  Then the prayer becomes “communion,” as 

we desire the virtue of Christ that is proposed in the text and hope that he will give us what we 

have seen and admired in  him (“Jesus in our heart”).  Finally in the third phase, “cooperation,” 

we allow the virtue which has touched our heart to form our practical resolve to act in a similar 

way (“Jesus in my hands”).29  Or, as they sing in the musical Godspell, “Oh, dear Lord, three 

things I pray:  to see Thee more clearly, love Thee more dearly, follow Thee more nearly, day by 

day.”30  

 2.  THE SACRED HEART OF PARAY-LE-MONIAL 
 It has often been shown that devotion to Christ under the aspect of his heart did not 

originate with Margaret Mary Alacoque in the mid-17th century.  It was six hundred years 

earlier, in the convents and monasteries of Medieval Europe, that the practice first began of 

evoking and contemplating Christ’s heart.  The Medieval devotion to the Sacred Heart did not 

find popular expression in the piety of the people, but was restricted to an elite circle of 

contemplatives and mystics.  It was in this monastic tradition that Margaret Mary came to learn 

of the devotion, and she maintained several of its distinctive aspects, for example, the emphasis 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
27 Cf., Krumenacker, L’ école française, pp. 170, 190. 
28 Cf., both Johnson, Bérulle, p. 37, and Raymond Deville, The French School of Spirituality.  

Translated by Agnes Cunningham, S.S.C.M.  Pittsburgh, PA.: Duquesne University Press 
(1994), p. 38. 

29 Jean-Jacques Olier, Introduction à la vie et aux vertues chrétiennes, in Johnson, Bérulle, 
pp. 228-230.  Cf., Louis Bouyer, Introduction to Spirituality.  (Translated by Mary 
Perkins Ryan).  New York: Desclee Company, 1961, p. 85. 
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on the humanity of Christ in the context of his suffering and passion.  But she also introduced 

major innovations to the traditional practice, most notably, her mission to promote the message 

of the Sacred Heart to the universal church.  The message of this devotion was eagerly received 

among the faithful and gradually gained acceptance in the official life of the church. 

 By Margaret Mary’s time the secularizing process that would lead to the Enlightenment 

and the French Revolution was already well underway.  The late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries witnessed the proliferation of mechanistic philosophies that applied the 

metaphor of the machine to make sense out of the world and human beings.  Everything was 

reduced to the identical principle of matter in motion.31   During the lifetime of Margaret Mary 

the studies of Doctor William Harvey on the strictly mechanical nature of the heart gradually 

gained universal acceptance.  Poetical and cultural notions about the heart as the seat of the 

emotions or the source of love could not coexist on the same plain with irrefutable evidence that 

the heart is just a mechanical pump.  The heart discovered by science could not be the organizing 

center of a human being or the place where we find our identity in the truest and deepest sense. 

 This mechanical and materialist environment provides the setting where the Sacred Heart 

devotion became a popular alternative to the impersonal and shallow rewards of the Modern 

World.  Margaret Mary boldly proposed the image of a heart that has little in common with 

William Harvey’s mechanical pump.  The Sacred Heart is enthroned in flames, bathed in light, 

surmounted by a cross, and surrounded by a crown of thorns.  It is clearly a symbolic heart.  As 

described by Margaret Mary the physical heart, separated from the body and presented in a 

stylized way, is the symbol of the “heart” of the person, of the core identity.  It is never enough 

just to gaze at the heart, there is always a further injunction to look within, to look deeper, to 

probe its inner richness. 

 The Paray-le-Monial devotion to the Sacred Heart brought about a shift in the accent or 

emphasis of Christian piety.32  In an increasingly secularized world, where the Christian religion 

was losing its objective standing, this devotion pointed inward to the heart as the seat of our 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
30 Music and Lyrics by Stephen Schwartz.  Published by New Cadenza Music Corp., (1972). 
31 Cf., Robert Darnton.  The Forbidden Best-Sellers of Pre-revolutionary France.  New York: 

W. W. Norton and Company, 1996, p. 103. 
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identity, the place of encounter with the heart of Jesus, who is known properly only when he is 

known “by heart.”  It is within our own heart that we can be touched and changed by the heart of 

Christ which moves us to take on his virtues and attitudes in a world where the love of God has 

grown cold.  At a time when scientific reason and technical skill were the standards of human 

excellence, and the achievements of Head and Hand were valued as the highest  expression of 

human worth, this devotion called attention to the Heart as a superior way of apprehending and 

experiencing the fullness of life.   

 However, official recognition of this devotion by the church was slow in coming.  There 

were charges of novelty and innovation, but above all there were objections against presenting 

the physical heart as the organ of love and the seat of the emotions.  Ultimately it was a petition 

from the bishops of Poland that gained the first official approval.  They wisely avoided outdated 

scientific and anatomical claims and instead proposed a twofold object of the devotion: the 

physical heart of Jesus as the symbol of his inner reality, that is, as the symbol of his boundless 

love for the Father and for people.  It was this understanding of the devotion to the Sacred Heart 

that won Rome’s approval, and this was the form of the devotion that spread to the universal 

church.33  

 I believe that Father Dehon’s appropriation of the Paray-le-Monial tradition grasped its 

essential qualities.  With its emphasis on reparation, it stressed the return of love for love by 

various apostolic means and practices designed to spread this devotion and gain greater 

acceptance among a wider population (STD, XV. 3, 786-787).  In January, 1893, he wrote to the 

scholastics at Lille that the purpose of our congregation is to offer the Heart of Jesus the special 

kind of reparation that he asked for from Blessed Margaret Mary, namely, to express our love for 

him in prayer, to spread this devotion to others, and “to offer him our hearts immolated in the 

works, sorrows, and sacrifices of every day and in the ministries which require the most 

dedication and self-sacrifice, such as the care of workers and the poor and the foreign 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
32 Cf., Karl Rahner, “Some Theses on the Theology of the Devotion,” Heart of the Saviour. 

(ed., Josef Stierli).  New York: Herder and Herder, 1958, p. 140. 
33 Auguste Hamon, Histoire de la Dévotion au Sacré Coeur.  Vol. IV.  Paris: Beauchesne, 

1931, pp. 206-223. 
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missions.”34  This letter suggests three positive aspects of the Paray-le-Monial devotion to the 

Sacred Heart that Father Dehon appropriated as his own: the primacy of the love of God, the 

meaning of the practice of reparation, together with the apostolic thrust of the devotion. 

 The Primacy of the Love of God. 
 The first truth that impressed him in this devotion to the Heart of Jesus was the fact that 

God is love and that God loves us.  In his own experience and spiritual development Leo Dehon 

was never infected by the notion of a God who stood outside human history, unconcerned about 

the personal story of each human life.  He adopted a way of thinking which considered the whole 

of Christian teaching “under the aspect of love.”35  “God has done everything by love and to be 

loved . . .  As God is love, the Incarnate Word directs all things by his love, that is, by his 

Heart.”36  He was theologian enough to make all proper distinctions.  The physical heart is a 

symbol of the spiritual reality or inner essence of the person.  In the case of Christ, his heart is 

the symbol of his love because the essence of Christ is total love for his Father and for humanity.  

Hence the object of his devotion is the person of Jesus Christ and, specifically, his personal 

identity -- that is, his thoughts, his desires, his affections -- is revealed as love.  The physical 

heart, as Dr. William Harvey first demonstrated, is not the principal organ of affection or the 

organizing center of personal identity, but it is a sign of affection and a symbol of the person.  

Hence it is appropriate to understand and venerate Christ under the aspect of his heart, first of 

all, because the heart is a natural sign of love, and, secondly, the heart is the symbol of the 

person, and the person of Jesus “is all love because his love for his Father and for us animated 

his entire life and directed all his actions” (cf., OSP, III, 613-617; OSP. V, 557-559). 

 By showing us his physical heart Christ invites us to consider his intentions, his 

affections, and his sentiments.  By contemplating the mysteries of his heart, the cold and 

insensitive hearts of human beings will be touched and changed to become more like him (OSP, 

IV, 319, 325).  He quotes Margaret Mary who wrote that the principal purpose of this devotion 

“is to convert souls to the love of this divine Heart and to make him the master and ruler of our 

                                                           
34 H. Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate P. Leonis Dehon.  Romae: Apud Curiam Generalitiam, 

1947, p. 137. 
35 A. Ducamp,  Le Père Dehon et son Oeuvre.  Paris: Éditions Bias, 1936, p. 621. 
36 Leo Dehon, “Le Sacré Coeur,” Manuscrits Divers.  [Unpublished.]  Notebook 5, p.469.  
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hearts, by returning love for love to him” (OSP, III, 54).  This points us to the second aspect of 

Father Dehon’s appropriation of this devotion, namely, reparation, which consists in the 

transformation of our hearts by the loving touch of Christ’s heart (cf., Constitutions, n. 21).  

 The Meaning of the Practice of Reparation.   
 If, according to Father Dehon, this devotion begins with God’s love for us, revealed and 

symbolized in the heart of Christ, then, we need to ask, what is our role, our part?  The one-word 

answer, of course, is “reparation.”  Father Dehon quotes Pope Leo XIII: “Jesus has no more 

ardent desire than to see souls on fire with the same love that consumes his own Heart.  

Therefore let us go to the one who asks only for the return of our love as the price for his love.”  

Then he adds that our Lord does not ask us to make up for the damage that sin does to divine 

justice or divine honor, but instead he asks “above all for a reparation of love,” that is, the return 

of love for love (OSP, III, 623).  This is how he understood reparation, in the same sense that the 

Fathers of the church used the word “redamatio,” the return of love for love.37  In order to get an 

overview of the elements involved in reparation, I suggest that we take the definition found in 

the current Constitutions (n. 23) [it is a definition that should be often on our lips and always in 

our heart]: 

 “This is how we understand reparation: 

 As a welcome to the Spirit (cf., 1 Thess. 4: 8), 

 as a response to Christ’s love for us, 

 a communion in His love for the Father 

 and a cooperation in His work of redemption in the midst of the world.” 

                                                           
37 Veritatis Splendor, n. 10: “The moral life presents itself as the response due to the many 

gratuitous initiatives taken by God out of love for man.  It is a response of love, 
according to the statement in Deuteronomy about the fundamental commandment: 
‘Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God is one Lord; and you shall love the Lord your God with 
all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might.  And these words which I 
command you this day shall be upon your heart; and you shall teach them diligently to 
your children’ (Deut. 6: 4-7).  Thus the moral life, caught up in the gratuitousness of 
God’s love, is called to reflect his glory. . .” 
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 Now a brief look at each step (and I believe that they are successive stages of 

development; we cannot cooperate in the work of redemption, unless we have first welcomed the 

Spirit and responded to Christ’s love and shared in his union with the Father.) 

 “Welcome to the Spirit.”  Of all the elements of reparation this might seem the most 

surprising, especially since it has just been emphasized that reparation is our return of love.  But 

before we can love God in return and work in the building of God’s kingdom, we must first 

accept and welcome God’s love in ourselves.38   It is one thing to say that “God is love” and that 

“God has first loved us,” but it is something else altogether to accept that love into our hearts and 

lives.  To acknowledge the presence of God’s love in our lives, without giving our assent to the 

loving will of God, would be “a presence without union.”39   It is not just a matter of affirming 

God’s goodness or of imitating Christ’s virtues, but of being genuinely and personally affected 

by God’s gift of love.  For this to happen we must allow ourselves to be “grasped” in the depths 

of our heart by the ever-present, insistent love of God.40   “When the heart is deeply impressed, 

all the other faculties either fall silent or cooperate with it . . . The best way to allow the grace of 

the Heart of Jesus to act is to give precedence to the activities of the heart . . . Grace always acts 

on the heart.  It acts on the will only after having passed by way of the heart, as Saint Paul wrote: 

‘The love of God has been poured out into our hearts through the holy Spirit’” (Rom. 5: 5).41 

 Aquinas was correct to insist that being loved is less important than loving.  However, we 

becoming loving only after and as a consequence of being loved.  “The experience of being 

loved should be gladly welcomed and savored . . . empowerment for service typically derives 

                                                           
38 Veritatis Splendor, n. 22: “To imitate and live out the love of Christ is not possible for 

man by his own strength alone.  He becomes capable of this love only by  virtue of a gift 
received.  As the Lord Jesus receives the love of his Father, so he in turn freely 
communicates that love to his disciples: ‘As the Father has loved me, so have I loved 
you’ (John 15: 9).  Christ’s gift is his Spirit, whose first ‘fruit’ (Gal. 5: 22) is charity: 
‘God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit which has been 
given to us’ (Rom. 5: 5).” 

39 Ducamp, ibid., p. 659. 
40 Veritatis Splendor, n. 19: “This is not a matter only of disposing oneself to hear a 

teaching and obediently accepting a commandment.  More radically, it involves holding 
fast to the very person of Jesus, partaking of his life and his destiny, sharing in his free 
and loving obedience to the will of the Father. 

41 Leo Dehon, La Voie d’Amour, cited in Ducamp, ibid., p. 635. 
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from letting ourselves feel loved and therefore good.”42  The passive moment of being loved is a 

necessary condition for the active moment of loving.  I must allow myself to be loved and 

changed by the One who loves me, and this transformation will evoke an affective response in 

me toward the One who has first loved me.43  The dynamic of “reparation” is a dual movement.  

First, there is the ability to be affected by the movement of grace; the love of God can be poured 

into our hearts by the holy Spirit because we have an affinity, an obediential potency, for the gift 

of divine love and life.  Second, we have the ability to respond with love to the love of God, but 

this is “a capacity to respond that depends on being affected by the other.”44   

 “Response to Christ’s love.” Father Bourgeois has observed that what is at issue here “is 

the distinctive character of Christ’s love for us” (STD, XV. 3, 756).  His observation is counter 

intuitive because the text of our Constitutions seems to be pointing to our response of love to 

Christ.  But, as usual, his remark is very much to the point.  Our love for Christ should 

correspond to his love for us, therefore we should take into account and appreciate the quality of 

his love which led him to take flesh and become one like us and to give his life for us: like a 

good Shepherd for his sheep, like a Friend who loves his own to the end.  These images of love, 

or rather the experience of this sort of love, should shape and inform the human response of love 

to Christ.   

 We really can love God in return because he is affected by our love, or the lack of it.  

This is the sense of Christ’s complaint that his heart “receives nothing but coldness, neglect, and 

ingratitude.”  That Christ’s Heart can be affected is attested to in the biblical images of the Body 

of Christ and the Bride of Christ: if one member suffers, the entire body suffers (1 Cor. 12: 29).  

He is as lovingly united to his people as a Husband to his Bride, so that the two become one 

flesh (Eph. 5: 25-32).  These images point to a relationship between Christ and the Church, and 

each individual member, which can only be characterized as love-and-the-response-of-love; and 

this “redamatio” is the essence of reparation (STD, XV. 3, 758).45    

                                                           
42 Edward C. Vacek, S.J., Love, Human and Divine.  Washington, D.C.: Georgetown 

University Press, 1994, p. 128. 
43 Cf., ibid., p. 51. 
44 Andrew Tallon, S.J., “The Role of the Connaturalized Heart in Veritatis Splendor,” p. 148.   
45 Veritatis Splendor, n. 24: “. . .we are speaking of a possibility opened up to man 

exclusively by grace, by the gift of God, by his love.  On the other hand, precisely the 
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 “Communion in his love for the Father.”  From a logical and theological point of view, it 

is Christ’s love for his Father which leads to and directs his love for human beings; but on the 

level of human experience, it is our discovery and response to his love for us that brings us to the 

reality of his prior love for the Father (STD, XV. 3, 754).  By contemplating the Heart of Jesus, 

that is, his attitudes and dispositions, his feelings and desires, we are gradually led to experience 

an inner conformity with him (cf., Phil. 2: 5), and by adopting to his pattern of life we enter into 

a real “com-union” with him.46  When we respond by love to Christ’s love, we are united to him 

and therefore participate in his love for the Father.  Whenever we go out of ourselves towards 

another we are inwardly transformed by that to which we extend ourselves.47   We do not lose 

ourselves or our identity, but we are changed by what we love.  We take on the interests and 

share the concerns of the one we love.  Thus in our return of love to Christ, we become united to 

him and begin to share his dominant concern, which is to love his Father and do his will. 

 “Cooperation in his work of Redemption.”  Finally, if love is a mutual affective sharing, 

then the transformation that takes place leads to cooperation and service.  Lovers take on the 

“form” of each other.48  Just as Christ was in the form of God but took on a human form, so a 

human being who loves God begins to take on the form of God and so begins to act as God acts, 

that is, he becomes a servant and gives his life for the well-being of others (cf., Cst. n. 21). 

 One of the most original contribution that Father Dehon made to the life of the church 

was his demonstration of the intrinsic bond that exists between the spirituality of the Sacred 

Heart and the ministry of social justice, which he called “the foremost work of the present day” 

(OSC, I, 169).  Just as Margaret Mary extended this devotion beyond the cloisters where it had 

been nurtured, so with Father Dehon it went beyond personal devotional practices to become the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
awareness of having received the gift, of possessing in Jesus Christ the love of God, 
generates and sustains the free response of a full love for God and the brethren, as the 
Apostle John insistently reminds us his first Letter: ‘Beloved, let us love one another; for 
love is of God and knows God.  He who does not love does not know God; for God is 
love. . . Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought also to love one another. . . We love, 
because he first loved us” (1 John 4: 7-8, 11, 19). 

46 Cf., John C. Futrell, S.J., “Ignatian Discernment”, Studies in the Spirituality of Jesuits, 
(April, 1970), p. 75. 

 Cf., ibid., p. 58. 
47 

48 Vacek, ibid., p. 58. 
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inspiration for a program of social renewal.  But his action on behalf of social justice always 

remained grounded in personal union with Christ  and a heart-felt exchange of love for love.49  

 3.  SAINT IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA 
 References to Saint Ignatius occur frequently in the writings of Leo Dehon, often at 

significant moments in his life.  In July 1877 he made a retreat to draw up the Rules and 

Constitutions of his new Religious Institute, which he said, “were modeled on those of Saint 

Ignatius” (NHV, XII, 166).  The retreat ended on 31 July, the feast of Saint Ignatius.  I have 

come across over twenty references where he mentions that he either preached or made a retreat 

based on the Ignatian Exercises, including a full thirty-day retreat.  Father Henry Dorresteijn also 

notes that Father Dehon had recommended that “the book of St. Ignatius’s Exercises serve as the 

spiritual base for the candidates” during the month of postulancy.50   

 In addition to the extensive notes he made during his thirty-day retreat, Father Dehon 

also published several books that expressed his version of the spiritual exercises.  In the Preface 

to Vie d’Amour he notes that Saint Ignatius ends his retreat with a meditation on divine love 

which indicated that a good retreat ought to lead souls to a life of love.  So he proposes a new 

series of meditations to help souls live this life of love (OSP, II, 9).  His La Retraite du Sacré-

Coeur reveals an Ignatian influence in a meditation entitled “God Created Us to Love Him 

Above All Things” (OSP, I, 39-43) and in several other meditations on sin, hell, humility, 

election, and the kingdom.   And in the second volume of La Vie Intérieure he proposed his 

version of Spiritual Exercises “for a special retreat of the interior life of union with the Sacred 

Heart” (OSP, V, 217). 

                                                           
49 Although  the Fourth General Conference at Brusque (1988) enthusiastically endorsed 

this engagement in the social apostolate, in its concluding statement it may not have 
given sufficient weight to the other essential elements of Dehonian reparation when it 
affirmed: “. . . we maintain that commitment to social justice is the primary objective of 
our reparation.”   Even in the context of the entire document, this is a shorthand 
summation of the fact that reparation is directed primarily to Christ, and then through 
Christ and with him it is directed to the world.  The conclusion of the Brusque document 
is also open to a misinterpretation which might fail to distinguish our social apostolate 
from social work.  “Conclusions de la Quatrième Conférence Générale,”  Documenta XIV.  
Rome: Apud Curiam Generalem, 1988, p. 102. 

50 Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate, p.64. 
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 But his admiration and acceptance of Ignatius were not absolute or uncritical.  He wrote: 

“I have a profound attraction for the Exercises and I have never ceased to love them.  However, 

they contain something that doesn’t go along with my temperament or my grace, that is, they 

make us wait several days before speaking to us about the love of God.  Saint Ignatius said, 

‘Man was created to praise, honor, and serve God and, in this way, save his soul.’  I would not 

want to start there, and my heart tells me then that man was created above all to love God” 

(NHV, IV, 125).  Even in the section of the Spiritual Directory where he holds up Ignatius’s 

apostolic zeal as a model to be imitated, he also modifies it according to his own temperament 

and grace.  He wrote: “He [St. Ignatius] would do everything to restore the glory due to God, and 

to gain souls who would honor and love Him.  In the same way we should burn with desire to 

gain souls for the Heart of Our Savior, and to make amends to Him by serving Him with 

fervor.”51  

 Even though he says that we should act “in the same way,” in fact he is encouraging us 

only to imitate the quality and fervor of Ignatius’s zeal, but not to use our zeal to pursue the same 

goal.  In his commentary Dorresteijn contends that “the principal purpose of the Society of Jesus, 

which takes precedence over everything else, is the apostolate.  This is why the Society identifies 

itself so closely with the pope, who is the supreme leader of all apostolic activity.”52   It is also a 

priestly Institute, but “Saint Ignatius saw the priest primarily as an apostle.”53   “Our 

Congregation, however, is founded in the Heart of Christ . . . The spirituality of Father Dehon is 

essentially sacrificial and priestly . . . Because our Congregation is sacrificial it becomes 

apostolic;  the apostolate is a means of offering sacrifice.”54 

 To paraphrase Dorresteijn:  for Ignatius the apostolate is of primary importance, it is his 

principal goal and purpose;  for Father Dehon the primary goal is to respond to the sacrificial 

love of Christ with mutual love for Him and the Father.  Ignatius makes sacrifices because they 

are necessary for the apostolate;  Father Dehon engages in the apostolate because it is an 
                                                           
51 OSP, VII, 53; cf., Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate, pp. 63-64. 
52 Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate, p. 66.  Cf., John Carroll Futrell, S.J., Making an Apostolic 

Community of Love.  Saint Louis: The Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1970, p. 34: “. . . the 
vocation of the Company of Jesus is, therefore, essentially apostolic, and everything 
else, including the pursuit of personal perfection is a means to this apostolic end.” 

53 Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate, p. 67. 
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additional means of participating in the sacrificial love of Christ.  Ignatius tempers the impetus 

towards mortifications because they might harm the apostolate;  Father Dehon practices the same 

restraint but in order not to interfere with the plan and good pleasure of Divine Providence.  

Ignatius fosters the celebration of the Eucharist and the liturgy insofar as they serve the 

apostolate;  for Father Dehon the Eucharist and the liturgy is the summit and source of all life, 

and apostolic service prolongs and extends them in the world and becomes “one never-ending 

Mass” (OSP, II, 512).  For Ignatius prayer and union with Christ are the means to win souls for 

Christ and give greater honor and glory to God;  for Father Dehon prayer and union with Christ 

are the way of responding to the love of God which the Spirit pours into our hearts which then 

leads us to strive to bring others to come to know and respond to the love that God has for 

them.55  

 In a Circular Letter written in 1923 shortly after the Congregation received definitive 

approval from the Holy See, he wrote: “Since the Church places so much confidence in us, we 

should redouble our efforts to respond to its plans;  let us work courageously for our missions 

and recruit some missionaries.  But the primary purpose, the essential goal for us is always the 

life of love and reparation to the Sacred Heart.  The Church confirms us in the way of life 

through the approval of our Constitutions.”56  

 These statements make a convincing case that, unlike the Jesuits of Saint Ignatius, the 

principal purpose of Father Dehon’s Congregation is not the apostolate but the life of love, 

which begins in the experience of Christ’s great love for us, creating in us his attitudes and 

dispositions, which in turn leads us to love, live, and act as He did.  As he wrote to the 

scholastics at Lille, our purpose is “to offer [Christ] our hearts immolated in the works, sorrows, 

and sacrifices of every day and in the ministries which require the most dedication and self-
                                                                                                                                                                                           
54 Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate, p. 66. 
55 Cf., also A. Ducamp, Le Père Dehon et son Oeuvre.  Paris: Les Éditions Bias, 1936, pp. 

722-723. 
56 LC, 35: 295-296.  Cf., Regulae ac Praecriptiones, n. 7: “The peculiar end of our 

Congregation, namely, the life of love and immolation in the spirit of reparation to the 
Heart of Jesus, should incite all our members to undertake every kind of pastoral work 
anywhere on earth, to extend the reign of love of the Sacred Heart in individual souls 
and throughout all human society.  Let our members, therefore, keep in mind that in all 
their diversified works the chief end is the spread of devotion to the Heart of Jesus.  By 
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sacrifice, such as the care of workers and the poor and the foreign missions.”57   Perhaps the 

simplest and most succinct way to phrase this is Father Alphonse Rasset’s explanation to his 

sister that our “vocation is not in the works of the apostolate, but in immolation by means of 

works, which is something completely different” (OSP, VI, 237).   

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
doing so they will  be true imitators of Christ and sons of Our Founder, the apostle of the 
Heart of Jesus.”  

57 Cf.,  H. Dorresteijn, De Spiritualitate P. Leonis Dehon.  Romae: Apud Curiam 
Generalitiam, 1947, p. 137.58 Yves Ledure, “Des Logiques opposées à l’Origine de la 
Congrégation Dehonienne: Exigence de Synthèse,” Léon Dehon: Dynamique d’une 
Fondation Religieuse. Sous la direction de Yves Ledure. Clairefontaine: Heimat und 
Mission Verlag, 1996, p. 72. 
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Mission 

Part Two 

 

In the mid-1990s Father Yves Ledure, S.C.J., published an article on the founding of the 

Congregation. He claimed that as Father Dehon was setting this project in motion it was flawed 

from the beginning, in part because it was inspired by two different, and ultimately incompatible, 

notions of priesthood. Fr. Ledure convincingly demonstrates that during the formative years 

young Leo Dehon spent in Paris and especially in Rome he was thoroughly imbued with the 

spirituality of the French School and its ideal of the priest as someone “for whom apostolic 

mission and personal sanctity are one and the same thing.”58 In May-June 1877, however, his 

sudden decision to found a congregation was propelled by a version of Paray-le-Monial 

spirituality whose ideal was priest-victims whose contemplative life of prayer and self-sacrifice 

would make reparation for the sins of other priests and religious. Thus a priest-victim spirituality 

was set up on the foundation of a spirituality of the priest as saintly apostle.  

More recently, he has expressed his astonishment “that this article has not led to any 

discussion”59 within the Congregation. It is not my intention to respond to his analysis of our 

foundations, but rather to follow his suggestion to continue the research and reflection on this 

important topic. My starting point is suggested by the title of Robert L. Wilken’s book The Myth 

of Christian Beginnings. Part of Wilken’s thesis is that there never was a Golden Age of 

Christianity when the pristine message of the faith was embodied in a pure and unadulterated 

form that would be normative for all future generations. Rather, he states, “the Christian 

phenomenon can only be grasped by looking at the historical experience of Christianity as it 

stretches from its beginning to the present and into the future.”60  

This approach suggests a fruitful way for understanding Father Dehon’s charism and 

mission as a Founder of a religious congregation. Several authors who write on Dehonian topics, 

                                                           
59 Yves Ledure, Le Code du Royaume. Léon Dehon et la Spiritualité du Coeur de Jésus. 

Clairefontaine: Heimat und Mission Verlag, 2001, p. 96, n. 9. 
60 Robert L. Wilken, The Myth of Christian Beginnings. New York: Doubleday & Company, 

Inc., 1971, p. 170. 
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including Marcel Denis and Yves Ledure, take it as a given that at the time that he wrote the 

original Constitutions in July 1877 Father Dehon did not have a clear, fully developed concept of 

what he was inclined to found.61 The implications and richness of his charism were only 

becoming apparent twenty to thirty years after the act of founding the Congregation. The gradual 

and continual unfolding of Father Dehon’s charism had to overcome three sets of ambiguity: 

ambiguity about mission, ambiguity about the spirituality of the Sacred Heart, and ambiguity 

about the meaning of sacrifice. 

1. Ambiguity about Mission 
The impression is sometimes given that during the early years of the Congregation, 

between 1878 and 1883, there was no involvement in the social apostolate. Strictly speaking, it is 

true that no new ministry of the social apostolate was begun nor did Father Dehon participate in 

social congresses or conferences as he had prior to founding the Congregation and as he would 

again in the 1890s. But even from the beginning the Congregation was concerned with the works 

of social justice, as is indicated by the ministry of Father Rasset in the Youth Club and other 

social works in Saint Quentin (OSP, VI, 235-236). Then in August 1880 Leo Harmel wrote to 

Father Dehon asking if he could send some priests to replace the chaplains at his factory in Val-

des-Bois while they were away on vacation for several weeks. In June 1882 Harmel requested 

that Father Dehon send him a list of Catholic industrialists and priests who were interested in 

social issues; Harmel’s intention was to create a network whereby they could share information, 

ideas, and offer mutual support. Three times during the summer of 1882 Harmel asked that 

Rasset “give up everything else to start a ministry in a factory at Saint Quentin.” In October of 

1883 Rasset organized a pilgrimage in which, he said, “400 workers belonging to our ministries 

took part” (OSP, VI, 252). The following day he conducted a meeting of the leading Catholic 

employers and social activists. 

In the first six years of the Congregation’s life prior to the “Consummatum Est” efforts 

were primarily directed to what we would call today “internal apostolates:” establishing Saint 

                                                           
61 Cf., Marcel Denis, Le Projet du Père Dehon. Studia Dehoniana 4. Roma: Centro Generale 

Studi, 1973, p. 2. Yves Ledure, “Un Homme, Une Idée, Une Congrégation: Le Père Léon 
Dehon,” Leone Dehon Nel 150 Anniversario Della Nascita. Studia Dehoniana 36. Rome, 
1993, pp. 104--105.  
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John’s high school and setting up the formation programs at Saint Quentin, Fayet, and Sittard. 

The rhetoric that Father Dehon and his first followers used to describe their mission emphasized 

personal piety in a community context that was patterned on a monastic life of contemplation 

and regularity. But at this stage of the Congregation’s development the bishop of Soissons 

functioned as its Superior General and he determined where they would minister. As their 

primary responsibility he entrusted them with the care of Saint John’s high school (NHV, XV, 

45), and he also frequently used the Congregation as his shock troops, calling on its members 

when crises arose and sending them out on difficult assignments, as he had already done at Saint 

Médard’s school for the deaf in 1880. This pattern continued after the suppression and 

reestablishment of the Congregation. 

In 1885 he had Father Rasset go to Saint Eloi parish whose people were described as 

“contentious and difficult” (OSP, VI, 261). The following year the bishop entrusted the 

Congregation with responsibility for “La Maîtrise,” the choir school attached to the basilica, 

which Father Dehon said created a wealth of difficulties because of the strained relationships 

with the staff (NHV, XV, 42). The same year, 1886, the bishop wanted missions preached in all 

the parishes of the diocese, and he chose the Priests of the Heart of Jesus to carry out this task. 

For the next two years a half dozen priests set out on missions that kept them away from their 

religious houses for months at a time (OSP, VI, 265), despite the prohibition against this in their 

revised Constitutions. At one point Rasset noted: “I preached 169 times in 100 days. I was 

wasn’t prepared well enough” (OSP, VI, 269). In mid-February 1888 the bishop asked Father 

Dehon to begin a new parish in a neglected part of town. He wrote: “The Priests of the Sacred 

Heart seem to be suited by divine providence to found and run a parish in that neighborhood 

where a sizable population lives in a state of religious neglect” (NHV, XV, 74).  

The bishop’s decisions make it clear that he saw a compatibility between certain types of 

ministry and the distinctive character of the Congregation.62 It was not simply a question of 

supplying the usual pastoral services or helping out in an emergency, but in case after case these 

ministries were uniquely suited for a religious community whose spirituality motivated its 

members to offer themselves as agents of God’s love dedicated to repairing the brokenness in 
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personal lives and social relations. Gradually Father Dehon too began to see the connection 

between the spirit of love and reparation in the traditional Sacred Heart devotion and an 

apostolic mission which is proper to it and is rooted in its vision and values. Reflecting on the 

Congregation’s experience of giving parish missions he said that they opened up “a new 

horizon” (NQT, III, 18) for him. And in September 1887, after visiting his priests who had 

recently become chaplains in the factory at Val-des-Bois, he noted: “It is an oasis in the desert of 

our poor France. Social peace reigns over this workplace. There I found a true spirit of faith and 

charity, love of sacrifice, and care for the poor and the sick. It is a grace for us to be involved in 

this aspect of the life of immolation and charity” (NHV, XV, 68--69). He is clearly beginning to 

see that an active apostolate on behalf of the church in the midst of the world is a new dimension 

of the traditional concept of reparation. 

The transformation in his attitude on the active apostolic life is most evident in regard to 

foreign missions.63 In the beginning he did not believe that missions could be numbered among 

our ministries because they do not seem to be compatible with a spirituality of love and 

reparation and with the conventual life.64 Later when he understands missionary activity as a 

means of repairing societies that have been marred by schism or superstition, he comes to 

recognize that this kind of ministry can be the embodiment of a spirituality of love and 

reparation.65  It is important to take notice of those things that change and those that remain the 

same in his thinking. For Father Dehon the interior life and personal sanctification were always 

the priorities of religious life; apostolic activity had to be balanced against the demands of a 

regular spiritual life. It would not be the ministerial works that would define the Congregation’s 

spirituality, rather it would be the spirit of love and reparation that would express itself in works 

that reveal this inner dynamic and bear witness to the presence of God in this distinctive 

approach to the mystery of Christ. As Father Rasset wrote to his sister, the “vocation is not in the 

works of the apostolate, but in immolation by means of works, which is something completely 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
62 Cf., Albert Bourgeois, Le Père Dehon et “Le Règne du Coeur de Jésus” (1889--1892). 

Studia Dehoniana 25. 1. Rome: Centre Général d’Études, 1990, 17 -- 20. 
63 Cf., Bourgeois, Studia Dehoniana 25. 1, pp. 20 -- 22.  
64 Cf., Falleur, Cahiers, V, 88. 
65 Dehon: Positio Super Fama Sanctitatis et Super Virtutibus. Vol. I. Roma: Tipografia 

Guerra, 1990, p. 136. 
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different” (OSP, VI, 237). By the end of the 1880s Father Dehon was discovering that 

missionary and social apostolates could be integrated into the spiritual project of his 

Congregation and he began to express this renewed and expanded vision of his mission as “The 

Reign of the Heart of Jesus in Souls and in Societies.”  

2. Ambiguity about the Sacred Heart 
One of the least attractive aspects of French spirituality during the 18th and 19th 

centuries, and one that is most suspect theologically, is the notion that suffering is a punishment 

from God and voluntary suffering is required to appease God’s righteous anger over sin.66 

Although this type of sub-Christian thinking has a long history, its modern appearance can be 

traced to some of the unfortunate aspects of the Paray-le-Monial devotion to the Sacred Heart as 

it is expressed in the writings of Saint Margaret Mary Alacoque. For example, she reports that 

Christ wanted her to become “his victim of immolation in order to deter the punishments that the 

divine justice of his Father, armed with anger, wanted to inflict on a religious community, to 

rebuke and correct it by his just wrath.”67 Father Marcel Denis has argued that a “victim of 

justice” is an example of the biblical call for penance and sorrow for sin.68 In the end, however, 

he admits that the term “victim of justice,” which was born from the spirituality of Paray-le-

Monial, is “a bit ambiguous.”69  

In light of the fact that devotion to the Sacred Heart was the principal spiritual movement in 

France during the 19th century, it should not be surprising to discover that Leo Dehon was 

influenced by it, even in its more questionable aspects. As a young priest at the basilica of Saint 

Quentin he preached a sermon about reparation on the Sunday before Lent in 1874: “We ought 

to respond to God’s anger by penance and expiation on our part. Only on this condition will the 

just wrath of God be appeased and will we be able to avoid his terrible vengeance ... [God] 

demands that the repentant sinner make complete satisfaction for sins already forgiven; this strict 

                                                           
66 Cited in Marcel Denis, S.C.J., La Spiritualité Victimale en France. Studia Dehoniana, XI. 

Roma: Centre Général d’Études, 1981, p. 45. Cf., Raymond Jonas, France and the Cult 
of the Sacred Heart. An Epic Tale for Modern Times. Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2000, pp. 34-53. 

67 Cited in Denis, STD, XI, p. 38. 
68 Cf., Denis, STD, XI, pp. 40-41. 
69 STD, XI, p. 47. 
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requirement can be met by mortification and voluntary penances” (NHV, X, 102). These 

sentiments were everywhere in French Catholicism at that time; they were unavoidable. 

What is remarkable is how quickly and how far he managed to distance himself from 

these attitudes, even if he never fully escaped their influence. Less than a decade later, preaching 

to the novices on the eve of the feast of the Sacred Heart, he said, “Holy abandonment is more 

perfect than love of sufferings” (CFL, II, 60). The following year, in a conference on the 

sufferings of Christ in his Passion, he discussed the reasons for uniting themselves with his 

sacrifice. In the first place, he mentions the need for personal reparation for one’s sins which, he 

said, was a dominant theme in the Old Testament. To this we should add the motive of the New 

Law, “the law of love, the motive of compassion for the sufferings of Jesus. Jesus has suffered so 

much for me, I ought to suffer for him. Since he loved me to the point of undergoing death, I 

ought to love him to the point of enduring whatever Providence sends me” (CFL, V, 70-71). He 

has moved from the position of recommending voluntary suffering in order to avert the angry 

punishments of God, to recommending love of God and loving union with Christ as the grounds 

for enduring the hardships and challenges that result from fidelity to our calling in life.  

When Father Dehon discovered the writings of Sister Therese of the Child Jesus his own 

ideas on the love of God crystallized and took on a new vigor. In 1905, just eight years after her 

death, he published a meditation on her way of understanding the relationship between suffering 

and love. Under the title “Victim of Love” the meditation is made up of several extended 

quotations from her autobiography with very little commentary on his part. Saint Therese wrote: 

“Now I have no wishes left at all, except the wish to love our Lord madly. Yes, it is love alone 

that really attracts me. I do not desire suffering or death ... At one time I thought that suffering 

would be like reaching the shores of heaven. From my youth I thought the little flower should be 

cut down in its springtime; now abandonment is my only guide ... God has given me his infinite 

mercy, and I contemplate all his other attributes against this background. They all seem to have 

the dazzling outline of love ...   

“In 1895 I was given the grace to see more clearly than ever how much our Lord wants to be 

loved. I was thinking about those souls who offer themselves as victims to divine justice, with 

the idea of deflecting the punishments aimed at sinners by bringing them down on themselves. I 
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felt that this sort of offering was a kind and generous thing, but it wasn’t at all the one I wanted 

to do. I cried out from the bottom of my heart: ‘O God, is it only your justice that claims 

victims? Doesn’t your merciful love need them too? ... O my God, is your rejected love going to 

remain in your heart? It seems to me that if you could find souls who offer themselves as victims 

of your love, you would waste no time setting them on fire with the flames of your infinite 

tenderness.”70  

This is the position that he ultimately embraced, which was both confirmed and enlightened by 

the writings of Sister Therese of Lisieux; it could be called a “witness of love” spirituality, 

taking the word “witness” in the strong sense that it has in biblical Greek meaning “martyr.” 

There are two moments or elements in “witnessing:” the first refers to being personally present 

and seeing something, the second involves giving testimony or supplying evidence of the truth 

that has been personally seen. So, for example, in the Johannine account of the crucifixion we 

read: “An eyewitness has testified, and his testimony is true; he knows that he is speaking the 

truth, so that you may believe” (Jn 19:35). What he has seen is the piercing of Jesus’ side by a 

spear and the flow of blood and water (v. 34), which in this context is “a stream of blessing and 

salvation.”71 Thus what the eyewitness has seen is more than the external events. He recognized 

their deeper saving significance, and it is to this that he bears testimony so that others may also 

come to believe. 

The witness is one who “knows,” and for Leo Dehon too this meant penetrating to the 

deeper inner meaning of the event. This is a recurring theme, particularly in his writings on 

Christ’s passion and death, which he describes as a book with an outer and an inner meaning. He 

taught that only a brief part of meditation should be given to the external details of the scourging, 

the crown of thorns, and the nails. “Let us penetrate to the heart and we shall see a much greater 

marvel: an inexhaustible and unfailing love that considers its sufferings as nothing and gives 

itself without ever tiring.”72  

                                                           
70 Cf.,Leo Dehon, OSP, II, 492-493. ET: The Love of the Sacred Heart. Third Crown: The 

Eucharist. (Translated by John Dalbec, S.C.J.) Milwaukee, WI, 1960, pp. 99-101. 
71 Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Gospel According to St. John. Vol. 3. New York: The 

Crossroad Publishing Company, 1982, p. 293. 
72 Dehon, OSP, II, 305. 
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But a witness must also give testimony to what he has seen and knows. Father Dehon 

often speaks of this in terms of “making the love of Christ known.” Although he mentions some 

typical ministries that are appropriate to the spirit of the Congregation, he never wanted the 

Institute to be defined by its works. In the Constitutions of 1885 he said that it was a principal 

duty of the membership “to glorify and console the Heart of Jesus by working to establish his 

reign in souls and thus satisfy his burning desire for love from the hearts that he has loved so 

much.”73 Hence the apostolic mission of the Congregation, which could be embodied in a 

variety of different ministries, was described in terms of making a response to the love of Christ 

and making his love better known.74 This was what he came to understand as the twofold 

meaning of his vocation to be a “witness of love.” 

Although the Founder was able to shake off most of the vestiges of a “victim of justice” 

spirituality, that was not true of all those who joined his Congregation. Many of them could not 

be characterized as his disciples, but, more precisely, they were somewhat like-minded men who 

hoped to find in his Society a milieu that would be congenial to their already well-established 

spiritual ideals. Within the Congregation there was an uneasy cohabitation: there were those who 

sought to repair the effects of sin and console the neglected love of God by their prayers and 

their well-disciplined lives; along side of them were the Founder and others like him whose 

experience of the love of God compelled them to seek effective remedies for the social injustices 

which were preventing people from knowing the love of God in their lives. Nowhere is this 

difference more obvious than in his friend Father André Prévot. 

                                                           
73 Dehon, STD, II, 5. 
74 Although some congregations (like the Christian Brothers of the Schools or the School 

Sisters of Saint Francis) are founded for a specific apostolate, many others possess a 
charism that is not identified with a particular ministry. Thus Benedictine spirituality 
remains vital because it “offers more of a way of life and an attitude than it does a set of 
religious principles.” (Joan Chittister, OSB, The Rule of Benedict: Insights for the Ages. 
New York, The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1995, p. 15.) Mendicant life means “to 
preach by word and example in whatever way a particular individual was called. It was 
not founded for any specific work---what is today called ‘ministry’---but for the following 
of the gospel and the imitation of the poor Christ “. (Roberta A. McKelvie, O.S.F., “The 
Holy Spirit and the Mendicant Tradition,” Proceedings of The Catholic Theological Society 
of America, vol. 51, 1996, p. 206.) And the Jesuits were not founded to run schools or 
be the pope’s front-line troops in the counter-reformation. Rather, in the words of Saint 
Ignatius, they were founded “to help souls” through their ministries. (O’Malley, The First 
Jesuits, p. 18.)  
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Father Prévot joined the Congregation in 1885, having come from a disbanded group of 

Priest-Victims which had been organized by Mére Marie Veronique of Lyons. When Prévot 

entered the novitiate of the Priests of the Sacred Heart he was a forty-five year old priest with a 

doctorate in theology and he had authored the constitutions for Mother Veronica’s group. His 

novitiate lasted only four months and the following year he was appointed Novice Master for the 

entire Congregation, a position he held until 1909. In this crucial role he exercised a dominant 

formative influence over the entire first generation of SCJs. In a letter written ten years after 

Prévot’s death Father Dehon made the astonishing statement: “Father Prévot was the founded of 

our Congregation more than I was.”75 The full import of that statement becomes apparent in an 

analysis of their writings. 

In the Preface to Love, Peace, and Joy Prévot reveals the limited scope of his spirituality 

when he indicates that the purpose of his book is “to procure for the Church of Jesus Christ an 

increased number of defenders, who by their devotedness to a life of intercession ... will help ... 

obtain mercy for poor sinners ...”76 In a meditation of Christ’s love for all people and his desire 

that sinners be converted, he presents Christ exhorting Saint Gertrude to pray for those who 

caused harm to the church. Gertrude expressed surprise at this excess of goodness and asked 

Jesus how he could consider such unworthy men to be part of his body. He replied that they truly 

are, and the sorry state of their souls caused him great pain. “My Heart has an intense desire for 

their conversion.” In his reflection on this conversation Father Prévot draws the following 

conclusion: “Let us zealously work by prayer and sacrifice to bring back to the Heart of Jesus 

those poor souls whose conversion He so ardently desires.”77 In other words, the purpose of his 

union with Christ in prayer is not to actually do something for the sinner, other than simply to 

pray for him. 

In another meditation, on the agony of Christ’s Passion, Gertrude reported that she 

experienced both the intense suffering and the intense love that Christ endured. This led Father 

Prévot to conclude that we offer reparation to Jesus to compensate for the ingratitude of others 
                                                           
75 Cf., Yves Ledure, S.C.J., Petite Vie de Léon Dehon (1843-1925). Fondateur des Prêtres du 

Sacré-Coeur de Saint Quentin. Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1993, p. 127. 
76 André Prévot, S.C.J., Love, Peace, and Joy. A Month of the Sacred Heart According to St. 

Gertrude. Rockford, IL.: Tan Books and Publishers, Inc., 1984, p. xviii. 
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by offering ourselves as victims “of immolation and propitiation” to console him with our 

zeal.78 Prévot’s conclusion here is almost identical with the previous meditation. The purpose of 

this prayer is to unite with Christ, to offer oneself as a victim in compensation for the neglect of 

others, but the prayer does not lead to any practical action either to foster the cause of Christ or 

to remedy the sinful situation. 

It is possible to find similar passages in the writings of Father Dehon. His differences 

with Father Prévot are not primarily the result of any disagreement about what he said, but more 

because of what he did not say. Both men agreed that the goal of prayer is to unite oneself with 

Christ in order to “do as He did. [To] love, feel, and live as He did.”79 But for Prévot that 

always stopped short of engagement in a pastoral apostolate, whereas Father Dehon went beyond 

simple exhortations to pray more fervently or to practice virtue, and concluded that “those whose 

ministry is to attend to the works of mercy ought to take their inspiration from the tender 

compassion of the Heart of Jesus.” Reflecting on the parable of the Good Samaritan, for 

example, he said that the poor, the sick, and the neglected are far from the path of God because 

the priest and the levite have forgotten their duties on their behalf and have forgotten that their 

hands were meant to heal them.80  

In a meditation on the sufferings of Christ on the cross -- a topic which usually focused 

on compassion and reparation -- Father Dehon said that we ought to join our compassion for 

Christ with a zeal for souls. “This is what Mary and the Saints on Calvary did. They shared the 

sorrows of the Savior and with him they begged God to increase as much as possible the number 

who would be saved. They offered their prayers, sacrifices, and zeal to contribute to the reign of 

the Savior over souls. With him they accepted inner crucifixion, abandonment, and sorrows. But 

they also promised to work to win souls by an apostolic activity in keeping with their vocation ... 

So it is that we should work by prayer, and by the apostolate according to our vocation, for the 

salvation and sanctification of souls ...”81  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
77 Prévot, Love, Peace, and Joy, p. 19. 
78 Prévot, Love, Peace, and Joy, p. 25. 
79 Prévot, Love, Peace, and Joy, p. 11. 
80 Cf., Dehon,OSP, II, 275-276. 
81 Dehon, OSP, II, 371. 
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It would not be difficult to multiply examples of this sort in Dehon’s writings. This was a 

major theme not only in the books he wrote but also in the way he lived his life as a priest. He 

was that rare combination of mystic and missionary, a man whose life-long, intense, interior 

prayer had to express itself in unwavering apostolic activity on behalf of the One who loved him 

and whom he loved with all his heart, mind, soul, and strength. This set him apart from his friend 

Father Prévot whose spirituality did not inspire apostles on fire with zeal for the Kingdom of 

God, but Victim-Souls who turned away from a sinful world and spent their lives in an interior 

life of self-mortification and purification. 

There was another important aspect of their thought and spirituality where these two men 

differed, and in this case it was not simply a question of one going beyond the other but of direct 

contradiction and opposing points of view. On the issue of suffering and sacrifice Father Dehon 

consistently taught that we should not seek or impose punishments on ourselves in an attempt to 

imitate Christ who suffered and died for us, but rather, like Christ, we should accept the cup of 

suffering that comes to us as a result of our fidelity to the duties of our vocation. This attitude is 

best summed up in his well-known remark: “I prefer to let our Lord handle the whip.” He 

correctly pointed out that Jesus did not crucify himself but allowed himself to be crucified rather 

than abandon the way that leads to God. So he wrote: “Accept all that Providence asks of you. 

Your dispositions will be perfect if you see to it that you do not love suffering for the sake of 

suffering, nor the cross for the sake of the cross, but that you love the Sacred Heart of Jesus who 

wanted you to endure this or that suffering, or who sent you this or that cross.”82 “It is not 

necessary to ask for suffering. For it is most perfect to ask for nothing and to refuse nothing, but 

rather to abandon ourselves to pure love by allowing ourselves to be crucified and consumed 

according to his will.”83  

In this regard Father Dehon was keenly aware of the differences between his approach 

and that of Father Prévot. Shortly after Prévot’s death, Father Dehon wrote that there are 

“various ways of being a victim. There is a violent method, where one does many things on 

one’s own; that was the vocation ..., to a certain extent, of Father André [Prévot]. There is 

another approach, a gentler one (or so it would seem), where one allows our Lord to do more; 
                                                           
82 Dehon, OSP, II, 359. 
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that is our vocation.”84 In stark contrast to this point of view, Father Prévot quotes an unnamed 

saint who says: “I believe that the desire of suffering will cause my death.” Then he added, “Let 

us cultivate this desire in union with the Heart of Jesus, saying with the Divine Victim, ‘Behold I 

come that I may do Thy will, O my God.’”85 From this it is clear that his approach is a radical 

departure from Father Dehon’s. Not only does he subvert the sense of “Ecce Venio,” changing it 

from an acceptance of God’s will into a desire for suffering, but he also flatly contradicts the 

consistent teaching of Father Dehon who maintained that the spirit of our vocation was to be 

found in an attitude of openness and abandonment to the will of God, and not in actively seeking 

particular hardships or sufferings.86  

A further important development in Leo Dehon’s understanding of the apostolic scope of 

reparation came from an unlikely source. In the late 1880s he came into contact with Julio 

Matovelle, a priest in Ecuador, who had recently founded a new religious congregation. An 

intense, two-year correspondence began in which the two founders exchanged their ideas about 

the devotion to the Sacred Heart with a view to merging their two congregations. It was 

Matovelle who introduced the phrase “the reign of the Heart of Jesus in souls and in societies” 

into Father Dehon’s vocabulary.87 Although each founder agreed that their general aim was to 

respond to our Lord’s desires expressed at Paray-le-Monial, they also had to make concessions 

as they attempted to draw up a new unified constitution. At one point Father Dehon expressed 

hesitation about proceeding because he considered reparation for consecrated souls as our Lord’s 

primary desire and the social reign of the Sacred Heart as secondary. But he quickly resolved 

these doubts and wrote to Matovelle: “Priestly reparation and the social reign of the Sacred Heart 

are the two principal desires expressed by our Lord at Paray-le-Monial and they can very easily 

be combined.”88  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
83 Dehon, OSP, II, 394. 
84 Dehon, letter to Jean Guillaume, 12 Feb. 1914. B 44/7. Inv. 741. 31. 
85 Prévot, Love, Peace, and Joy, p. 29. 
86 Cf., Dehon, RBR, 1893, 97.  
87 Albert Bourgeois, S.C.J., Le Père Dehon et “Le Règne du Coeur de Jésus” (1889-1892). 

Rome: Centre Général d’Etudes, 1990, Studia Dehoniana 25.1, pp. 25-61, at p. 27. Also, 
Luigi Morello, “Ten Years After the Foundation the Moment To Become of Age,” 
Dehoniana, December, 1978, N. 8, p. 143.  

88 Cf., Bourgeois, STD, 25. 1, p. 36. Morello, DEH, December, 1978, N. 8, p. 148. 
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The merger of the two congregations ultimately failed but, for Father Dehon, it was an 

instructive failure. He gained a deeper appreciation of the meaning of the social reign of the 

Sacred Heart and of the rich and multiple resources that this could provide for his vocation and 

mission. As he would discover, however, he and his counterpart in Ecuador never shared the 

same vision of social and apostolic ministry. Matovelle expressed a preference for parochial 

work, parish missions, and, in general, “missions among the Christian people.” While Father 

Dehon always saw Ecuador as a providential occasion to expand the missionary dimension of his 

Congregation with the development of an apostolic vicariate in one of the pagan provinces, as 

well as missions among the Indian peoples, and new foundations in Chile and Argentina.89 But 

underneath their common vocabulary lay an irreconcilable conflict about the meaning of the 

Social Reign of the Sacred Heart. 

Matovelle’s vision of the Social Reign was triumphalist, its main components were an 

official pact consecrating the nation to the Sacred Heart and the construction of the National 

Votive Church. His vision was also was hierarchical and clerical, bordering on theocratic: the 

clergy were to have a direct role in the politics and the laws of the state. Whereas, at this stage of 

his development, Father Dehon’s understanding of the Social Reign of the Sacred Heart was still 

evolving. He was coming out of a pietistic, inward looking tradition which had considered 

prayers and sacrifices as the principal forms of reparation for the sins of modern society. His 

involvement with Matovelle was an important step in a process that was leading him to consider 

the social arena as a proper place for the expression of his essentially reparatory spirituality. 

Although he would never disavow external manifestations in honor of the Sacred Heart such as 

pilgrimages, processions, and public consecrations, he was coming to the awareness that 

repairing the broken and distorted structures of an unjust society was an even more persuasive 

manifestation of God’s infinite love which is so powerfully symbolized in the Heart of Jesus. 

This was a significant development which would culminate in the 1890s when he would become 

one of the leaders of the Christian democratic movement. 

                                                           
89 Cf., Bourgeois, STD, 25. 1, pp. 45-46. 
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3. Ambiguity about Sacrifice 
I think it should be clear that tensions between the demands of an intense interior life and 

the works of an active ministerial life were quite real in the young congregation. This becomes 

obvious when the numerous statements90 he made in the early 1880s giving nearly exclusive 

priority to the contemplative dimension of religious life are read against the background of the 

expanding involvement in the active apostolate that I have just alluded to. The magnitude of this 

problem broke out into the open during the General Chapter of 1896 when over a quarter of the 

delegates voted to remove him from the office of Superior General in the congregation he had 

founded. The opposition complained, “We have not succeeded in doing the work of the Sacred 

Heart as it was described to us when we entered religious life” and Chapter delegates were urged 

“to lead the Congregation back to the original concept which gave birth to it.”91  

Where some saw a radical change, Dehon himself experienced continuity based on a 

more profound grasp of the depths and implications of his original intuition. From the French 

School of spirituality he had learned the importance of the Incarnation as the interpretive key to 

understanding the person and mission of Christ. His focus becomes sharpened to the point that 

he sees the Incarnation, and the entire life of Christ culminating in his death and Resurrection, as 

essentially a priestly or sacerdotal act. He writes that when the Son of God has become incarnate 

he will be, above all, a priest of God because within the Trinity the Son is completely given over 

to the Father in a loving act of filial homage.92 His purpose in becoming incarnate is to continue 

this filial devotion in a new way. As eternal Son he lovingly offers himself back to the glory of 

the Father, likewise as incarnate Son his primary mission is to offer himself completely to the 

glory of God. In his humanity the Son continues his proper relation to the Father.93  

                                                           
90 Cf., CFL, III, 59; VI, 2; Paul J. McGuire, S.C.J., “A Theological Reflection,” in Egidio 

Driedonkx, S.C.J., The SCJ process of Internationalization. Franklin, WI: The Dehon 
Study Center (1996), pp. 49, 52. 

91 Cf., Marcel Denis, Le Projet du Père Dehon. Studia Dehoniana 4. Roma: Centro Generale 
Studi (1973), p. 181. 

92 Cf., Dehon, OSP, II, p. 528. 
93 “If Jesus is the perfect image or icon of the invisible God, he is what God looks like under 

the conditions of enfleshed human existence ... God’s way of being in relationship with 
us -- which is God’s personhood -- is a perfect expression of God’s being as God. In God 
alone is there full correspondence between personhood and being, between hypostasis 
and ousia. God for us is who God is as God.” Catherine Mowry LaCugna, God For Us. 
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It was the lack of this sort of trinitarian perspective that was the root cause of the 

confusion that existed in the early years of the Congregation. The origin of this problem can be 

traced back to the Council of Trent which seemed to shift back and forth between two different 

understandings of sacrifice.94 The council sometimes took a history-of-religions approach, 

which catalogs the common elements of sacrifice as they are found in the various religions of the 

world and thus arrives at a notion of sacrifice as a gift presented to God during a ceremony in 

which the victim is destroyed.95 But Trent also used the term “sacrifice” to refer to the self-

offering of Christ and that is its specifically Christian meaning. In the New Testament sacrifice 

is, “in the first place, the self-offering of the Father in the gift of the Son, and in the second place 

[sacrifice is] the unique response of the Son in his humanity to the Father, and in the third place, 

[it is] the self-offering of believers in union with Christ” whereby they share in his relation to the 

Father.96 At its core, sacrifice is self-donation, it is not destruction, it is an oblation. “As 

absolute Love, the Father gives away all, and the Son is generated. The Son, in turn, responds 

with an eternal thanksgiving [of] total self-giving.”97 This divine way of acting -- letting go of 

glory in mutual and total self-oblation -- is revealed in every moment from the Incarnation to the 

death of Jesus. Just as he is always priest and sacrifice, so now all humanity is invited to be 

priest and sacrifice with him -- not offering material objects, but offering themselves “as a living 

sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God, [their] spiritual worship” (Rom. 12: 1).98  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
San Francisco: Harper (1991), pp. 304-305. Thus, far from being merely speculative 
theology, the doctrine of the Trinity expresses what should be our relationship to God as 
well as God’s relationship to us. 

94 Cf., Edward J. Kilmartin, S.J., The Eucharist in the West: History and Theology, ed. 
Robert J. Daly, S.J. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1998, p. 198. Cited in Robert J. 
Daly, S.J., “Sacrifice Unveiled or Sacrifice Revisited: Trinitarian and Liturgical 
Perspectives,” Theological Studies 64 (2003), pp. 25 and 28. 

95This destruction symbolizes the complete internal dedication to God of those who offer the 
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thank, implore, and expiate.” Cf., Directoire Spirituel (1919), OSP, VI, p. 455; Directoire 
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98 Cf., Yves Congar, O.P., “The Different Priesthoods,” in A Gospel Priesthood. New York: 
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This understanding of sacrifice as a free response of self-giving and self-communicating 

is the essence of the Dehonian way. He too grounds it and explains it in trinitarian terms. 

Commenting on the text in Hebrews (1: 3) that the Son is the reflection of God’s glory and the 

exact imprint of God’s being, he states that the complete response of love that he offers back to 

the Father is a “sublime sort of priesthood, the type and eternal example of all priesthood and all 

religion.” He goes on to say that the Son of God “is a God who gives homage to a God, ... 

recognizing that He owes all that He is to Him, giving thanks to Him, eternally rejoicing that He 

is the glory of the One who is his Origin and Source.”99  

This divine dynamic which is at work within the Trinity is revealed to us in the divine 

dynamic that is at work in the Incarnation, Life, Death, and Resurrection of Jesus. As Incarnate 

Son He is entirely dedicated to glory to his Father and at the same time his love is entirely 

directed toward us. In Father Dehon’s words: “The Heart of Jesus is entirely his Father’s and 

entirely ours because by saving us he works for the glory of his Father.”100 Although he 

sometimes expressed this in the doleful and ambiguous language that was current at his time, the 

cornerstone that supports the Dehonian dynamic and the keystone that holds it all together is the 

same dynamic that is at work in the life of the Trinity as it has been revealed to us in the 

Incarnation. “Behold, I come to do your will.”  

Thus the Incarnation is rightly understood as a priestly and sacrificial act because 

“priesthood [is] defined as the quality which enables a man to come before God to gain his 

grace, and therefore fellowship with him, by offering up a sacrifice acceptable to him.”101 The 

sacrifice that Christ offers to God is himself, so from the moment “on coming into the world” 

(Heb. 10: 5) he is both Priest and Victim. In this sense, sacrifice does not necessarily imply 

difficulty or deprivation, but rather “putting oneself in a right relation towards another, 

determined by what he is to me and by what I am to him.”102  
                                                           
99 Dehon, OSP, II, pp. 525-526 and p.527. 
100 Dehon, OSP, II, p. 205. 
101 Yves Congar, O.P., Lay People in the Church: A Study for a Theology of the Laity. 

Translated by Donald Attwater. Westminster, MD: Newman Press (1957), p. 145. In a 
footnote he adds: “If one finds this definition well-grounded and right, the fact that it 
happens to agree pretty exactly with Calvin’s (Catechism, #38) does not seem a good 
reason for giving it up.” 

102 Congar, Lay People, p. 146. Cf., Dupuy, Le Christ de Bérulle, p. 37. 
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When it comes to our relation with God, it is our whole self that must be put in a right 

relation, and in this sense we “sacrifice” our self, becoming priest and victim like Christ. To 

rebel against this, Bérulle wrote, but without being able to escape this condition, is to live the 

torments of hell; from this perspective the priestly sacrifice of a right relation with God can be 

understood as simply accepting the human condition.103 What is essential in sacrifice is the 

interior attitude of acceptance of our dependence on God and directing all that we are or do 

towards God. The Epistle to the Hebrews (10: 10) states that “we have been sanctified by the 

oblation of the body of Jesus Christ.” All priesthood, Christ’s and the Christian’s, consists in 

maintaining a interior filial attitude of obedience to the Father, come what may. According to 

Augustine’s definition, the external matter of sacrifice can consist of “every work done with the 

aim of uniting oneself with God in holy fellowship.”104  

What Father Dehon discovered, gradually but surely, is that single-minded filial devotion 

to God, which is the essence of priesthood, does not make us unmindful of this world and its 

problems. Quite the opposite. The two Great Commandments of love of God and love of 

neighbor are not an either/or proposition; the second is like the first and flows from it. He wrote: 

“Here is an important lesson that apostolic men should meditate on often. Zeal is the fruit of 

divine love. It will be much more active and fruitful to the degree that our preferential love 

which is directed to God [l’amour de bienveillance] becomes more ardent, deeper, and habitual 

in a priestly heart.”105 He goes on to say that this passion for the divine is what inspires 

missionaries, scholars, and pastors in their zealous works; the priestly Heart of Jesus is their 

model because he always sees souls in relation to his Father. Dehon cites the Good Shepherd in 

the gospel of John (10: 15): “The Father knows me and I know the Father, and I lay down my 

life for the sheep.” The thoroughly intimate relation of the Father and the Son is revealed in the 

Incarnation and life of Jesus as his saving sacrifice on behalf of humanity. In Dehon’s words: 

                                                           
103 Cf., Bérulle, Oeuvre de piété 166, cited in Krumenacker, L’ école française, p. 195. 
104 Augustine, City of God, Book 10, Chapter 6, cited in Congar, Lay People, pp. 147-148 

and 117-118. 
105 Dehon, OSP, II, 594. 
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“Preferential love directed towards God, zeal for his glory, and an ardent desire for the salvation 

of souls are terms that express almost the same idea.”106  

Conclusion 
What conclusions can be drawn from all this? I would suggest that there are at least three 

that are pertinent. 

First of all, according to Leo Dehon’s approach to the mystery of Christ, the life of every 

Christian is inherently priestly. This conclusion is based on understanding the Incarnation of the 

Son of God as a new way of expressing his love for his Father, for now in his human life too he 

is completely directed towards God. As it says in the Letter to the Hebrews (5: 1): “Every high 

priest is selected from among the people and is appointed to act on their behalf in relation to 

God.” This is said principally of Christ, and then of all Christians. To be a Christian is to be 

related to God in order to act on behalf of others, and both of these are priestly acts. 

Then secondly, these ministerial activities are inherently sacrificial, in the Augustinian 

sense that “true sacrifice is every work done with the aim of uniting us with God in a holy 

fellowship.”107 This also appears in Paul’s appeal to the Romans (12: 1) “to present your bodies 

as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship,” and his 

reminder that his preaching of the gospel is a priestly service because it calls people to a life that 

constitutes authentic sacrifice (15: 16; cf., Cst. n. 31). Leo Dehon expressed the idea that all 

ministry is priestly and sacrificial when he said that our whole life should be “one never-ending 

Mass.”108  

Third and lastly, Christian priesthood is inherently a matter of being conformed to Jesus 

Christ, as Paul wrote to the Philippians (2: 5): “Have that mind in you which was also in Christ 

Jesus.” How this transformation is carried out is readily seen in the process of interior prayer: it 

begins with a teaching and learning moment when we allow Jesus to stand before our mind’s eye 

and say “Learn from me,” it proceeds to a transforming moment when we allow ourselves to be 

                                                           
106 Dehon, OSP, II, p. 593. 
107 City of God, Bk. 10, Ch. 6. 
108 Dehon, OSP, II, p. 512. Cf., OSP, V, p. 109. 
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touched by the attitudes and dispositions that motivated him, and it concludes in moment of 

acceptance of Jesus’ words, “As I have done, now you go and do likewise (cf., John 13: 14). 
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Homily 

13 May 2003 

The Lion in Our Heart  

Jn 10: 22-30 

 The year was 1974.  The place was the back streets of Trastevere.  The boy was ten years 

old.  The boy seemed to be wandering aimlessly, but he knew otherwise.  The boy often seemed 

to wander aimlessly when he was in search of new adventures.  He knew the secret of 

discovering new adventures lay in seeming to wander aimlessly.  He abruptly turned a corner 

and there a new world suddenly appeared before his eyes.  The doors and shutters of an artist’s 

workshop were flung open to let in the maximum light and air.  Inside he saw a sculptor flailing 

away with hammer and chisel on a huge block of Carrara marble.  Shards of stone large and 

small flew into the air ricocheting off ceiling and walls before crashing noisily to the floor.  The 

boy stood mesmerized unable to make sense of what was taking place before his eyes.  Then the 

boy’s mind began to wander and it wasn’t long before he once again began to wander the back 

streets of Trastevere in search of new adventures. 

 Several weeks later the boy’s wanderings brought him back to the artist’s studio and to 

his great surprise there where the block of marble had stood he saw a regal lion larger than life, 

its majestic mane seeming to flow in the breeze, its head thrown back about to let out a mighty 

roar.  With great excitement the boy ran to the sculptor and asked, “Sir, tell me, how did you 

know there was a lion in the marble?”  The sculptor replied, “I knew there was a lion in the 

marble because, before I saw the lion in the marble, I saw him in my own heart.  The secret is 

that it was the lion in my heart who recognized the lion in the marble.”109 

 Jesus Christ also acknowledged the wisdom of this secret when he said: I know the 

Father and the Father knows me.  Therefore I reveal the Father in all my works, for the Father 

and I are one.  Leo Dehon affirmed this truth as well.  He said: “The head is the symbol of 

intelligence and authority.  The heart is the symbol of love.  Jesus is our head in the sense that he 

enlightens, commands, and directs us.  He is our heart through the love that he has for us and that 
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inspires us.  He is even more our heart than our head, for love surpasses everything else (1 Cor 

13: 13):  thought is only a preparation for it and the act is only a consequence of it.”110   

 After the Second World War Cardinal Josef Cardijn developed a very effective pastoral 

strategy based on the three step process of “observe, judge, and act.”111   A half a century 

earlier Leo Dehon had already developed his own pastoral way of proceeding: See, Love, and 

Act.  He wrote: “When the heart is deeply impressed, all the other faculties either fall silent or 

cooperate with it . . . The best way to allow the grace of the Heart of Jesus to act in us is to give 

precedence to the activities of the heart . . . Grace always acts on the heart.  It acts on the will 

only after having passed by way of the heart, as Saint Paul wrote: ‘The love of God has been 

poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit’” (Rom 5: 5).112   

 We should gladly welcome and savor this experience of being loved by God;  

empowerment for service is the normal consequence of letting ourselves feel loved.  After the 

initial experience of being loved and the response of love that it evokes, we are moved to act for 

the good of others, but the reason we decide to do good is because we love.   For Leo Dehon this 

inspiration of love typically expressed itself in reparatory works:  making the love of Christ 

better known, especially among those who have not yet heard the Good News, in repairing what 

is broken and distorted in personal lives and social relations, and in inspiring clergy and faithful 

to become ambassadors of Christ’s love. 

 Paradoxically, his model for this style of ministry was John the Baptist.  As the only son 

of a Jerusalem priest, John was bound by ties of family and religion to follow his father in this 

way of life.  But, in a radical departure, John turned his back on the “business-as-usual” 

priesthood of the Temple, and instead he sought to find God, not in the rituals and sacrifices of 

the sanctuary, but in the depths of his own personal experience and in a conversion of heart.   In 

the desert encounter with God -- intimate, honest, humble, heart-felt -- John discovered the 

nearness of God, mediated in ways that went far beyond the functionalism and professionalism 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
109 Cf., Henri J. M. Nouwen, Clowning in Rome.  Garden City, NY: Image Books, 1979,  pp. 

87 and 103. 
110 OSP, II, 275. 
111 Cf., John XXIII, Mater et Magistra, 236. 
112 Leo Dehon, Voie d’Amour, 3e Section, Ch. 8, cited in A. Ducamp, Le Père Dehon et son 

Oeuvre.  Paris: Éditions Bias, 1936, p. 635. 
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of conventional priesthood.  It’s easy to see what attracted Leo Dehon in the life and work of 

John the Baptist.   Both of them saw the need for a new kind of priest and a new style of 

ministry;  they were equally aware of the dangers inherent in becoming a spiritual functionary or 

a purveyor of religion.  In Father Dehon’s eyes John the Baptist was not only the forerunner of 

Christ, he was also the herald of Pope Leo XIII’s priestly appeal “Go to the People.”     

 Saint Bernard of Clairvaux had called John the Baptist “the patriarch, master, and guide 

of Religious,” to this Father Dehon added that John was a model of that “mixed” form of 

religious life, like our own, that combines contemplation with apostolic action.113  Both of them 

knew that before they could go to the people they had to go to God.  In Father Dehon’s words, 

the life of John the Baptist shows “that nothing great or enduring is done in the world unless it is 

first prepared for far from the world, in silence and solitude and meditation.”114  So, 

paradoxically, the source of a renewed priestly ministry is a renewed priestly spirituality.  In the 

person of John the Baptist, Leo Dehon found a model for this renewed kind of priesthood, 

dedicated to the cause of God’s justice because it is grounded in the experience of God’s love.  

Before we can create a lion in the work of our hands we must first recognize and nurture the lion 

in the depths of our heart. 

 

Paul J. McGuire, S.C.J.       

 

 

 

                                                           
113 Cf., OSP, III, p. 688. 
114 OSP, III, p. 207. 


